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Population inversion between atomic inner-shell vacancy states created by electron-impact
ionization and Coster-Kronig decay
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Population dynamics of atomic inner-shell vacancy states are analyzed for the possibility of inversion in
relation to keV x-ray laser schemes. Transitions between pairs of inner-shell vacancy states are considered in
which the states are pumped via electron-impact inner-shell ionization by a femtosecond high-energy electron
pulse. For appropriate atomic systems, transient inversion is predicted due to rapid lower state depopulation via
Coster-Kronig decay.@S1050-2947~99!50206-0#

PACS number~s!: 42.55.Vc, 32.80.Hd, 34.80.Gs, 52.25.Nr
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Recent advances in 10-fs-range, high-peak-power la
@1–3# have renewed interest in developing keV x-ray las
based on inner-shell atomic transitions@4–11#. Other ap-
proaches to creating short-wavelength, coherent x-
sources, such as high harmonic generation@12,13# and x-ray
lasers based on the fast recombination of ions@14,15# also
benefit from short pulse excitation. Inner-shell x-ray las
schemes up to now have utilized photoionization for pum
ing @4–16#. In the original scheme of Duguay and Rentze
@16#, the lower state of the lasing transition was the grou
state of the first ion and could not decay. The idea of uti
ing a decaying lower state to insure inversion was sugge
by Stankevich@17#, elaborated by Arecchiet al. @18# and
Elton @19#, and calculated in detail by Axelrod forK-shell
transitions@20#. The technical barrier to overcome for th
successful realization of these schemes is the developme
a sufficiently fast and energetic x-ray pump source wh
time scale is of the order of the lifetime of the keV lasin
transitions, i.e., in the 10-fs range@4,11,20#. The lack of such
a source has prevented the realization of these scheme
addition to this, the intrinsic problem with this scheme is th
the electrons produced in photoionization and subseq
Auger decay are both energetic enough to collisionally i
ize neutral atoms and thereby produce the lower s
~thereby destroying the inversion! and rapidly deplete the
neutral-atom population. If it were possible to create
inner-shell population inversion via atomic processes invo
ing electrons only, then photoionization pumped x-ray la
schemes based on the same transitions would be less s
tive to secondary electron collisional filling of the lowe
state, require less demanding x-ray pumping conditions,
result in inversions that could be maintained longer, co
pared to equivalent photo-inner-shell ionization pump
schemes for theKa transition. The development of ultrafa
electron sources is advancing rapidly. Ultrafast, high-ene
~;keV! electron sources have been generated by femto
ond high-power lasers via optical field ionization~OFI!. Ul-
trafast electron pulses produced by OFI have already b
used to collisionally pump an extreme ultraviolet~XUV ! la-
ser in Xe81 @21#, where the full width at half maximum
~FWHM! of the electron pulse was a few tens of femtos
onds. OFI also has been used to generate cold electron
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~6!/4129~4!/$15.00
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another x-ray laser scheme based on fast recombina
@14,15#. Even the generation of sub-10-fs electron pulses
acceleration by laser plasma waves has been pursued bo
theory and experiment@22–24#. These sources can have
higher conversion efficiency from laser light to energe
electrons, compared to that from laser light to incoher
plasma x rays of approximately the same energy.

This paper investigates the population dynamics of ato
inner-shell vacancy states driven by atomic processes inv
ing electrons only, and proposes the optimal x-ray las
scheme that uses electron-impact inner-shell ionization
pumping. If an atom were to be collisionally ionized by a
instantaneous ord-function electron pulse, the initial relativ
populations of its subshell vacancies would be set by
relative electron-impact ionization cross sections. Since th
cross sections, for all atoms, are larger for outer-shell ion
tion than for inner-shell ionization, there would be no pop
lation inversion between vacancies initially. The subsequ
populations would be determined by the rate at which e
vacancy state decays due to radiative and Auger transiti
The decay rates of the vacancy states that may und
Coster-Kronig or super-Coster-Kronig decay can be sign
cantly larger than those of the next deeper vacancy sta
i.e., the potential upper state of a lasing transition@25#. As
pointed out in Ref.@7#, for selected states in numerou
atomic systems in which the lower state decay is media
by Coster-Kronig or super-Coster-Kronig decay while t
upper state is not, a transient, femtosecond–time-scale in
sion can be achieved. As mentioned above, photoioniza
pumped inner-shell x-ray laser schemes using these tra
tions will benefit from this concept because the additio
rate out of the lower state can overcome secondary fill
processes.

We have surveyed radiative and nonradiative~Auger and
Coster-Kronig! decay rates fromK-, L-, M-, andN-shell va-
cancies in elements up toZ590 @25–28#. We have consid-
ered transitions~i! whose lower states have shorter lifetim
than the upper states,~ii ! whose upper states still have re
sonably small natural width~,1 eV!, thus allowing a realis-
tic time scale of pumping,~iii ! that have strong fluorescenc
allowing large gain cross sections, and~iv! whose transition
energies are in the keV range. These conditions are satis
R4129 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Characteristics of inner-shell transitions in tested atoms. The decay rate is for the upper
The D~P! ratio is the ratio of decay~collisional ionization! rates of the lower state to that of the upper sta
The inversion densities were calculated for the electron pulse with a duration of 10 fs FWHM a
maximum density of 1021 cm23.

Transition Z range
Tested atoms

~Z! l ~nm!
Decay rate

(fs21) D ratio P ratio
Ninv

(1019 cm23)

L1→M3 52–75 Cs~55! 2.63 6.68 1.2 46 ,10210

L2→M1 20–90 Ti~22! 3.09 0.37 13.5 11.8 1.1
L3→M1 20–90 Ti~22! 3.15 0.37 13.5 11.8 0.5
L3→N5 65–85 Er~68! 0.15 7.13 1.3 288 ,10210

M4→N2 44–90 Sn~50! 3.10 0.79 28.5 26 0.012
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by the L1→M3 , L2,3→M1 , L3→N5 , and M4→N2 transi-
tions for a wide range of atoms listed in Table I, whereA→B
refers to a transition between a single-vacancy state in thA
~sub!shell and one in theB ~sub!shell. The gain cross sec
tions of these transitions are of the order of 104– 105 b, and
therefore require population densities of the order
1019cm23 for the gain of a few cm21.

To study the population dynamics of relevant sta
among these transitions and thus allow determination of
‘‘best’’ scheme among the many possibilities listed in Tab
I, we have numerically solved the following rate equatio
for the populations of the states of interest when neutral
oms are ionized by a short, intense electron pulse:

dN2

dt
5P2NeN02D2N2 , ~1!

dN1

dt
5P1NeN02D1N11A21N2 , ~2!

dN0

dt
52PtotalNeN0. ~3!

The ground state of the neutral atom is the state 0, and
upper and lower states are the states 2 and 1, respecti
For each statek, Nk is the population;Pk the collisional
ionization rate;Dk the total decay rate including radiative
Auger, and Coster-Kronig processes;A21 the radiative tran-
sition rate between the states 2 and 1;Ptotal the total colli-
sional ionization rate summed over all the subshells; andNe
the time-dependent electron density. Photoionization p
cesses were not included. The incident electron pump p
is assumed to be monoenergetic andPk is then given by
Ne sv, wheres and v are the collisional ionization cros
section and velocity of electrons, respectively. The energ
the electron was chosen so that it maximizes the elect
impact inner-shell ionization of the shell whose vacan
state is the upper state. For instance, the binding energ
theL2 subshell in Ti is 462 eV and the collisional ionizatio
cross section of the subshell reaches its maximum at
energy that is;6 times larger than the threshold energy@29#.
Hence, for the simulation of the population dynamics of t
L2→M1 transition in Ti, an electron energy of 2800 eV w
used. This ensures the maximum pumping rate to the up
state. The FWHM of the Gaussian electron pulse was va
from 0.1 to 30 fs. For a few keV energy, electron-electr
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thermalization time is very long~a few tens of picoseconds!,
even at a density of 1021cm23, and the initial electron energy
distribution is still expected to be maintained for the tim
scale of our interest~i.e., less than 50 fs!. Three-body recom-
bination and dielectronic capture~inverse Auger! processes
were neglected because they are very slow~on the order of a
few tens to hundreds of microseconds! for the energy and
density in this study. The simulation integrates the first-or
rate equations forward in time with a first-order differen
scheme and calculates the populations of the relevant s
and the inversion densityNinv5N22(g2 /g1)N1 , wheregk is
the statistical weight of the statek. The un-ionized laser ma
terial was initially set to be cold~no free electrons! and at
normal solid density and allowed to be depleted at the to
ionization rate~summed over all the subshells! as the inner-
shell ionization was taking place.

Figure 1 shows the change of the populations of the up
and lower states and the inversion density for the case o
T50 is the time when the 10-fs electron pulse reaches
maximum. Due to the higher ionization rate to the low
state, no inversion initially takes place, but the faster de
of the lower state allows the inversion to take place later
time around the peak of the electron pulse. The invers
lasts about 15 fs. Table I shows the simulation results for
best candidate atom for each scheme. Comparison is m
with the electron ionization pulse of 10-fs FWHM and th
maximum density of 1021cm23. The most important factors

FIG. 1. Change of the populations and inversion density for
case of Ti, calculated with the electron pulse with a duration of
fs FWHM and a maximum density of 1021 cm23.
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for achieving high inversions are the ratio of the decay r
from the lower state to that from the upper states (D ratio
5D1 /D2) and the ratio of the collisional pumping rate to th
lower state to that to the upper states (P ratio5P1 /P2).
While inversions were observed when theP ratio was com-
parable to theD ratio, no inversion was achieved when theP
ratio was larger than theD ratio. It is interesting to note tha
a smallerP ratio produces higher inversion than a largerD
ratio ~the L3→M1 transition in Ti vs theM4→N2 transition
in Sn!. TheL2→M1 transition has higher inversion than th
L3→M1 transition, due to its favorable degeneracy.

Among these transitions, theL2→M1 transition in atoms
for Z equal to or higher than 20 appears to have the le
stringent requirements. Calcium is the first element in wh
the M1 shell decays rapidly via anM→MN Coster-Kronig
transition. Figure 2~a! shows the inversion characteristics
this L2→M1 transition in several low-Z atoms. For these
calculations the total number of electrons integrated over
pulse duration was fixed in such a way that the maxim
electron density was 1021cm23 for a 10-fs FWHM electron
pulse. As expected, the shorter the pump pulse, the hig
the inversion density. However, the marginal increase of
version density from the 1-fs to the 0.1-fs pumping case
smaller than that from the 10-fs to the 1-fs pumping. This
because the collisional ionization rate for 1-fs pumping at
maximum electron density of 1022cm23 becomes enough to
deplete significantly the neutral-atom population. Shorter
ration pumping becomes beneficial only if electron density
decreased, but in this case the magnitude of the inver
density becomes less also. The highest degree of inver
was obtained for titanium. This is due to the delicate bala
between the decay rates of the upper and the lower st
Calcium and scandium have smaller inversion density
cause the decay rate of the lower state is two or three ti
slower than that in titanium, while the decay rates of t
upper states of calcium and scandium are slightly slo
than that in titanium. Titanium has two3d electrons that
enhance the decay from the single vacancy state in thM
shell through the super-Coster-Kronig process. As show
Fig. 2~b!, the gain is largest for scandium for pumping wi
a 10-fs electron pulse, while the degree of the inversion
still largest in titanium. This is due to scandium’s larger ga
cross section. HigherZ atoms than titanium have smalle
inversion density because their upper states decay faste
the ratios of the decay rates from the upper states and
lower states become more unfavorable for inversion. Si
the gain cross section is smaller for higher-Z atoms@open
square in Fig. 2~b!#, gains for higher-Z atoms were always
smaller than titanium, regardless of the pumping duration

Such calculations predict that small signal gains
3.9 cm21 at 3.52 nm~353 eV! in Sc, 3.8 cm21 at 3.09 nm
~401 eV! in Ti, and 1.3 cm21 at 2.44 nm~509 eV! in Cr
could be achieved for an electron pulse of 10-fs FWHM w
the energy of 2.4 keV~for Sc!, 2.8 keV~for Ti!, and 3.5 keV
~for Cr!, and a maximum electron density of 1021cm23.
Shorter duration electron pulses will produce higher gain
illustrated in Fig. 2~b!. Even though the interaction of high
field femtosecond laser pulses with matter and plasma is
der active investigation, reliable values for the convers
efficiency of laser energy into high-energy electrons
sparse. An estimate of the energy of the pump electron b
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is still useful to set a lower bound for the pump energy
quired to achieve inversion. For the case of Ti, electrons
;3 keV are necessary. Considering an illuminated area o
mm 3 2 cm, an inversion of 1019cm23 requires a total en-
ergy of the electron beam at a density of 1021cm23 of 5 mJ.

In conclusion, by investigating the population dynami
of inner-shell transitions for various elements up toZ590,
we have demonstrated that there exist inner-shell transit
in which inversion of relevant states can be achieved e
with atomic processes involving only electrons. Furthermo
we have determined the best scheme for inversion of a
ferent class of x-ray laser in which the upper state is pum
by electron inner-shell ionization. TheL2→M1 transition is
most feasible for atoms betweenZ520 andZ528.

For pumping durations up to 30-fs FWHM, the highe

FIG. 2. Change of the inversion density of theL2→M1 transi-
tion with respect to elements and the duration~FHWM! of driving
electron pulses.~b! Gain characteristics of theL2→M1 transition
with respect to elements calculated with the electron pulse wit
duration of 10 fs FWHM~crosses! and 1 fs FWHM~solid circles!
and a maximum density of 1021 and 1022 cm23, respectively. The
change of the gain cross section of theL2→M1 transition ~open
squares! is also shown.
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inversion is expected in titanium. The application of the
transitions to photoionization pumped schemes would lea
less demanding incoherent x-ray pumping requirements
longer gain durations. Detailed further study in this directi
is in progress.
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